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The client is a food court located in a mall. Typically, a fast food counter that deals customer 
orders with rapidity and satisfaction. The food court is divided into two separate parts, but 
only one billing counter that operates on a manual billing and coupon system. They have 
been exploring ways to achieve a faster transaction rate in billing the orders. 

The need of the project was to automate the billing process by building an e�icient POS 
application for faster transaction. The project focused on major features that include, 
     Mouse free operation
     Keyboard Shortcuts to achieve multiple functionalities
     Easy interface for quick invoicing
     Fast reporting system
     KOTs for individual kitchens
     Serve more customers quickly

Considering the need to be time-savvy, CGVAK came up with the following strategies.     
Search to buy option
     Automated coupon based transaction. 
     User restriction from viewing the reports.
     Automated stock entries, customer’s account credit, and total cash collection. 
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owned subsidairy in CA, and NJ ,USA and employs 220 professional globally. Based on the three tenets 
‘Ideate. Innovate. Create’ we help transform your businesses and organizations delivering Digital 
Innovation, Product Innovation, and Modernisation at business speed
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Our Solutions

CGVAK succeeded in installing an e�ective and e�icient POS system that helped them as 
follows,  
     Mouse free operation
     Increased margins
     Smart raw materials management 
     Tremendous decrease in the transaction time. 

Benefits

Tools & Technologies

VB.Net with WinForms, Visual Studio, MS SQL Server, Crystal Reports

Food & Beverage POS Application


